
Public international Law 
 

Primary matter: sources of public international law. Then we’ll study the settlement of conflicts between states or 

international organization.  

Exam: 2 out of 3 questions; not very severe about the language but it should be understandable.  

 

Is it sure that public international law is really law? Many people (academics scholars) have never ceased to ask whether 

public international law may be qualified as law. It’s quite different from different branches. In civil or criminal law, 

there is a rule of law, with Codes.  

For instance, you kill someone. Nobody will never ask you whether you agree with being judged, being sent to prison. 

Now let’s consider that you are a State, that makes an action similar to killing: you invade militarily and completely 

destroy another sovereign State. Would it be there some action against you?  

Article 2 §4 of the United Nations Chart  “All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat 

or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent  

with the Purposes of the United Nations. » 

 Perhaps there will be some reaction by the international community or the United Nations but it can happen that no 

reaction at all take place, if you’re a close ally to a member of the security council. Example  2003 incident: The 

United States occupied the territory of Iraq. Just because the United State is a permanent member of the Security 

council and has a veto, no action could be taken against the US or the other countries of the coalition. That is the huge 

difference which separates the national criminal law and international law.  

About international justice? They do exist but there is a difference between the so-called international justice and 

national justice. The biggest difference is that international justice is not efficient instead all States agree that an 

international court deliver a judgement. International justice is not the just equivalent to national justice. The 

question remains: is international law still a law?  

We will have to separate the existence of the rule and the existence, the possibility to do something in case of breach 

(violation de) of this rule of law. This separation is not an originality of international law. It is the same in national law. 

For example, you lose an amount of money at a game, you have a money debt. If you do not give him the money, your 

friend has no legal frame to ask for the money. In constitutional law, for example, the President shall sign orders. It 

means he must sign. These orders are prepared by the administration and at the head of the administration in the 

French State is there the Prime Minister. The Prime minister comes from right wing party, Chirac and the President is 

called François Mitterrand. There is a text on economic and social questions. Chirac serves this text to the President, 

asking him to sign it. Mitterrand replies that he refuses to sign. The right wing party followers said that president 

Mitterrand committed a breach, a violation of the constitution. Many lawyers tried to analyze the French Constitution 

on this point. There was nothing in order to compel president Mitterrand to sign this order. The national Assembly 

had to accuse the President of High Treason, but it was of course not available: lex imperfecta. ( = a term used for laws 

with no legal sanction for violations, meaning a regulation is in practice just an empty declaration with no way to 

enforce it.) 

In law in general and in national law as well, there may be several examples of rules of law but if a breach of a rule of 

law occurs, there is nothing to do about it. You have to dissociate these two concepts. Of course there are some 

examples but not thousands of them in national law. There is perhaps the exception of Constitutional law. When there 

was not any kind of constitutional justice, the National Assembly could adopt statutes even if they were contrary of 

the provision of the 1946 Constitution. No one could do anything. Now this is no more possible of course because the 

Conseil Constitutionnel will declare a statute contrary to the Constitution. So there are several examples of legis 

imperfectae in national law. But it is usual in international law.  

In 2003, President Bush, PM Blair and others decide to send troops against Saddam Hussein Iraqi regime. Some leaders 

led by the US President decide to militarily aggress another country. This is contrary to the article 2§4 of the Chart. 

They never said that they were at this time violating international law. They tried to justify their attitude and their 

military operations by legal arguments. They looked in the UN Chart itself. Some other articles admit this international 



legality: article 51 of the Charter about self-defense. It is thoroughly recognized by this article. President Bush, even 

more PM Blair said that the armed operation was covered by self-defense. The Iraqi regime had not committed any 

aggression against Washington, Rome, London or Madrid. You must be a victim already of a known aggression to use 

self-defense. Nowadays, according to the legal arguments put forward, we should have a more accurate interpretation 

of article 51 of the Charter. With an aggression you get destroyed so you don’t have the possibility to use self-defense. 

This theory is called preventive self-defense by Bush. You attack just before the enemy has the possibility to attack 

you. But we may really doubt about the legality of such an interpretation.  

The Iraqi territory is conquered after some weeks of battles. The coalition seeks nuclear weapons, biological weapons 

and so on. What is interesting is that the leaders never recognized that they violated the international law, much the 

contrary. They try to cover their actions with international law. Their legal arguments are not very convincing. What is 

important is that they really tried to explain their action under law. Bush tried to legally justify his action so even the 

US at this time, were persuaded that they could not do anything contrary to the international law. In some way, it is 

in 2003 that we see that the international law exists and is really compelling, even on leaders.  

 

The adjective International: this word is a rather recent one, it was totally unknown until the end of the 18th century, 

and the publication of a book written by a British philosopher Bentham . He has been the very first person to use this 

expression. His book has been almost immediately translated in French and they maintained the same word. This word 

is a composite word [nation] and the proposition [inter] which means between, so it’s something that takes place 

between nations. Why nations and not states? One thinks at this time that a state corresponds to a nation and a 

nation corresponds to a state. At this time, it is rather true for Great Britain and also for France, but not for all of them, 

especially in Eastern Europe. In former Yugoslavia, at the time of Tito leadership, there was a separation between 

Yugoslavian statehood and Serbian nationality for example.  

One category of countries didn’t accept this expression; it is the case of a major part of Germanic countries .  

International relations and some international rules exist since organized social groups have appeared. In ancient 

Mesopotamia, there were states having commercial or military relations between them. How did we call international 

law in Europe before Bentham? We used the expression Ius Gentium (gens = something like nation). In some 

languages, this expression had been translated (droit des gens in French). This expression in French is rather obsolete 

nowadays: Georges Scelle wrote Précis du droit des gens. Most Germanic countries don ’t use the Bentham 

expression but some term based on the Latin expression.  

The collapse of the Egyptian Empire led the Roman Republic to be the only country in the known world. For some 

centuries in our area of western civilization, only one state will exist. For time to time, another state appears and tries 

to make difficulties for Rome. The international law was the equivalent of our private international law.  

International means that many states coexist, and this means that these states of course are independent one from 

another. We cannot conceive of a state which will not be a sovereign state. One could imagine that some states are 

not sovereign states. In 1648, the 30 years’ war ends in Europe. It’s one of the fiercest wars on Europe. It was caused 

by the coexistence of Germanic states, half of them being protestant and the other half catholic. France and Sweden  

joined the conflict. In 1648, two treaties are signed between the King of France and the whole of German Princes, 

Catholic and Protestant in Münster. The second treaty is signed between the King of Sweden and the whole of German 

Princes in Osnabrück. These two treaties are called the Peace of Westphalia (1648). They are of great importance to 

international lawyers. We date back the act of birth of modern international law to these treaties. They consider that 

the international community may only be composed by states. These states must be sovereign ones.  The existence 

of not sovereign states is for international law a nonsense. 

 One of the inventor of the theory of sovereignty is the French Jean Bodin.  He is also the inventor of the absolutism 

theory in constitutional law. In the kingdom of France there is only one source of law and legitimacy, called the King 

of France. France has been created as a state in which no counter power could exist. Many civil wars have been fought 

on the French soil. Sovereignty is the absolute supremacy. Of course the same pattern will apply sooner or later to the 

other European countries. No power may ever be above the power of the sovereign king. The king of France loses 

the power and his own head. It is the most important fact in the whole French theory. There is no more any king in 

France. Now the sovereignty will be the one of the French nation, so it’s not a problem.  



The real problem is when states quit the international law framework and begin to have relations with other states. 

The Peace of Westphalia treaties tell us that only sovereign states can have relations. But we cannot imagine a kind 

of international law which could never apply to states. International law, quite naturally, has a power superior to the 

sovereign states, which should detain supreme power. Many academic scholars have shown the contradiction 

between sovereign state and international law like Louis Henkin or Georges Scelle. One cannot have at the same time 

international and sovereign states part of an international community. Still, many international treaties write that 

states are sovereign. According to the UN Charter, only sovereign States may be member of the United Nations. States 

are always fond of their sovereignty.  

There is a method, already known in the 18th century, but more generally applied in the first half of the 20th century. 

It tells that if sovereignty is the power to do everything, why could not a sovereign state limit its own power: auto or 

self-limitation. This theory will be exposed as one of the most famous judgement of the permanent court of 

international justice.  

This famous judgement in 1927 bears on an incident between a French ship and a Turkish one in the Mediterranean .  

The Turkish one suffers many severe damages, some Turkish members of the crew are dead. Most probably, it is the 

French captain to blame. But the French ship, Lotus, doesn’t interrupt its trip. The Turkish police has the intention to 

judge the captain. But the French government does not agree with the Turkish attitude. Only France has the power to 

judge the captain of a French ship in the high seas for whatever, criminal or not criminal instance. They agree that this 

dispute be settle by the permanent court of international justice. The judgement is one of the worse ever made by an 

international court. The Turkish state may judge the French captain. This is contrary to the international customary 

law. “According to which, limitations of sovereignty cannot be presumed”: behind this small phrase, there hides the 

whole theory of the classical international law (before the Second World War). It tells us that sovereignty may be 

limited but only if the state so wishes.  

But does this Lotus theory still prevail nowadays. For some scholars, this is no more the case. Pierre Marie Dupuy, 

professor from the University of Nice. The substance of his concepts on the basis of the international law is to be 

found in the lecture he gave at the Academy of International Law about the general international law. This  lecture 

would definitely tell us that the so-call Westphalian theory does no more prevail. Some rules of international law 

apply to all states, for instance the protection of some fundamental human rights, the prohibition of the crime 

genocide and so on. The Lotus case law is no more available nowadays: “Lotus is now dead”. But states remain what 

they are, some really fierce animals which cannot be absolutely domesticated: you cannot transform a lion into a cat.  

International law is a kind of particular law.  

 

Remains the last word of the expression: public. There also be an opposite of private international law, in France 

there is more differences between the both. Many private international laws as many as the national legal authors 

exist. There is private international as many as the countries. In France, 4th year of legal studies private international 

law.  

Private intl law battles many legal pbs , on of these questions is related to the French citizenship  how can a person 

be or become a French citizen ? how can you lose citizenship?  

2nd question  the choice of juridiction  

The most prominent battle by Private IL is the so-called conflict of laws : which law will have to apply (the different 

national laws which are involved which one to choose ?) Private intl law least as far as the conflict of law is concerned 

will never give up the substantial question only tell the judge you have to apply the law because of the criteria.  

In the US, there are at least 50 legal orders which one each one of them has its own private international law. Private 

international law is very lively matter much more in US than in Europe : US international relations are everyday 

relations 

In Europe, the different states and legal orders have had since at least the 1çth century their own PIL, nowadays most 

of these Europeans IL are codified  not the case in France, only find some issues concerned the conflict of law in CC 

and some special laws. The French Court of Cassation rules the private international law. The question is always which 

law will you apply in case of conflict between German law or the French one ?  



The EU has developed since 14 years a substantial body of rules unifying the European laws on conflict of laws , so that 

one may regularly say at least some large parts of French private is written. Above all, the (Brassens?regulation?)   

Pr IL  relates to disputes between private persons (societies…) , always be a problem / an aspect rather of 

internationality (two persons involved should at least lived in different countries)   

 

PIL relates to international disputes involving States or Intl Organizations or other subjects of PIL.  

 

I) Sources of PIL  

 

Scholars distinguished the so-called formal and the so-called material (not really interesting, tell us why such rule 

of law exist)  

Paragraph 1 art38 of the statute of the international CJ : this court is described by the UN charter as being the 

principal judicial organ of the UN, the real status is annexed to the Charter of the UN. This article tell us that in  

certain intel disputes the ICJ will have to apply that, that and that. First of all, intl treaties binding states involved 

in the disputes then intl customary rules (ICL) then principles of PIL which are recognized by civilized nations then 

judicial decisions, at the final position, the writings of the most prominent publicist.  

4th and 5th formal source of law described here are not interesting to us. Writings of publicists can never be a 

formal source of law.  

 

 

What’s the real interest nowadays? the first and second one.  

I) International Treaties  

 

We’ve had international treaties for many centuries, the first treaty is a peace treaty between 2 Empires (the 

Egyptian and the kingdom of Hittites (Turkey) )  the text has been preserved and has been given to the league of 

nations by the Turkish president (now in Switzerland).   

Feature of modern IL  treaties have always existed but for many centuries , treaties concluded by states legally 

binding them have been negotiated signed concluded came into force, developed legal effects according  to some 

basic rules of the ICL. We’ll find out later that is not easy to say whether a rule of CIL exists and if it exists how will 

be apply? Much better when you have a text on your disposal.  

Article 38 
1. The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes as are sub-

mitted to it, shall apply: 
 

a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the 
contesting states; 
b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; 
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; 
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly quali-
fied publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law. 
 
2. This provision shall not prejudice the power of the Court to decide a case ex aequo et bono, if the parties 

agree thereto. 

 



All treaties become more understandable and precise thanks to the Vienna Convention of the law of treaties in 

1969 (1s t one to settle some conventions, relates only about treaties concluded by states)  

 

Vienna is not the only one, the 1986 (?) Vienna exist:  

2nd Vienna convention relates to IT concluded either between one or more states and one or more IO or between 

IO. 

3rd one is less important: 3rdVienna convention dates back to 1978 an d it relates to IT when (?) secession of states 

occurs. Illustration by the example of 1962: Algeria becomes an independent State, question is “how should we now 

treat French treaties as far as Algeria is concerned, the treaties will they continue to apply to this now independent 

state? “  

The 1986 treaty has never been able to enter into force, the 3rd one is inforce but it binds only some states. Some 

important states are not legally bind by the 1986 like the USA, France. Yet, French judges quite frequently apply some 

norms we find in the 1969 conventions, those norms correspond to ICL which bind every states.  

Nowadays, we have some written laws. The most prominent is the 1969 treaty.  

 

Section 1: the concept of IT  
 

1st thinker one has to define consequences in law: be able to have definition. Thanks to anglo-saxon law, the Vienna 

convention defines quite many consequences.  

I) Definition of IT 

 

Almost of all the definitions given by the Vienna convention. Here article 2 paragraph 1-A gives us quite precise of the 

expression “treaty”. Treaty means an international agreement concluded between states in written form and 

governed by international law. Whether (embodied) a single instrument or in two or more related instruments, 

whatever its particular designation. According to this 1s t Vienna convention, treaties can only be concluded by states 

but the other ones will change this definition (IO will have the right too.)  

Couldn’t we imagine intl treaties not in written form? Those treaties exist, oral legal instruments exist in all branches 

of law as oral contract or in AL policeman doing … it’s kind of oral law.  Even, the ICJ has been able to discover existence 

of treaties in not written form and to apply them, but it remains marginal.  

When there are interactions between states, we need some instruments and those are written to prove it was 

concluded?  

The 1969 Convention will apply to treaties in a written form.  

Another point is that the name of the treaty is irrelevant (modus vivendi, covenant, ..) : there’s no difference between 

convention, charter, treaty, covenant…  

The instruments that were created in  1946 the World organization in Geneva is not called convention but constitution. 

Usually a treaty will refer to a given text but it may also be that a treaty be composed not only of one text or two and 

so more put together. This manner of concluding treaties is quite usual in everyday diplomatic relations like “échanges 

de lettre” can constitute a treaty.  There is quite great liberty given by this convention as far as the making of IT is 

concerned.  

II) International instruments (II) without legal consequences  

 

IT is covered by PIL. In order to discover, we have to consider the existence of instruments which are without any 

legal effects. This category will not be governed by PIL. There will be II binding legal states and not binding states. 



These two cat. are from a formal point of view similar. IN both cases, they will be officially signed and so on, 

some we’ll develop legal effects and other not at all.  

1st : how can we distinguish binding elements ?  

2nd : what’s the use of negotiating ? 

The distinction will not be always an easy one. Scholars themselves, experts will not always be in agreement with 

one and another. It depends also of the states and their interpretation. Perhaps, cases in which in the same state 

have two quite different approaches.  

One example : the so-called 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights  the San Francisco Charter refers to 

Human rights or fundamental rights there is no much detail in the charter about those, no concret example of 

Human Rights. Had be some suggestions during meetings, charter should contain list of HR but must of the 

delegations said NO. Once the charter is concluded another international instrument will come and this is precisely 

the case with UDHR. The form of resolution adopted 1948 by the General Assembly, contains 30 articles .  

After the voting in the General Assembly, disputes about the the legal nature of this declaration, for many this 

declaration have not a legal nature more moral one or political one.  

The legal instruments are these two covenants and not the 1948. It’s deprived of any legal international effects.  

Other scholars pronounced a different opinion : despite those instruments, there are some legal effects. There is 

a difficulty in France, haven’t been ratified, yet the text has been officially published in the Journal Officiel.  All legal 

texts are published in it.  

 

What position of the judges ?  

2 approaches   CCass : the UDHR is not at all an international treaty binding the French state. But CE at the 

same time, have never rejected the idea that the UDHR may be of a legal nature. 

 

1975 final article of the Helsinki Conference: this conference has been formed by intense negotiations between 

all European states (except Albania), Canada, US and URSS. All head of the states were present. This final article in 

some way organized the so-called coexistence between communists and capitalist countries. Boundaries between 

European states cannot be changed by violent means, at contrary of the past, so 3 baltic countries belonged to 

URSS according to them.  

Final article relates to HR  HR to liberty of expression and religion   some pleased western some eastern. 

Example of Soviet Union’s interpretation of HR : “yes, we respect its “ other say not at all just “political instrument”  

1944 Yalta agreements which are thought to have divided the European continent in 2 parts (Soviet influence / 

US influence)  can we say it’s a treaty ? different opinions not a unique approach of this issue.  

Another example is the so-called declarations annexed to European treaties. Some texts are called declarations 

at the end of the official acts like Lisbon treaties. What value for those declarations? Some of these are rather from 

some member states , other written by the 28 states. Perhaps some kind of legal instruments are from all members 

but even if a declaration is made by all there’s not kind of guarantee that this declaration is an international treaty, 

it will depend on the expressions used on the declaration.  

If we find an expression like “the members of state agree that” it will be kind of allusion to the existence of a 

legal value whereas if you find “ state members suggest/think that/ prefer that” there will be non-existence of 

legal value for the  declaration.  

The important thing to know is that there are instruments governed by PIL which deserved the name IT but also II 

which are similar to the first one which have no legal effects (no binding effects more moral or political effects) 

the distinction will always be quite difficult one, almost impossible sometimes; depend on the expression used.  



Even if we have a real treaty, this doesn’t always mean that judges will be able to apply one text in order to settle 

international disputes or even a domestic  one. This case will depend on the expressions used.  

Example : UN Conventions on HR’s treatment in France  one of the most prominent provisions refers to the best 

interest to the best interest of children, domestic judges will always have to pay attention to the best interest of 

the children concerned. The CCass will find that the provisal the best interest of the child is too general to use in 

settling disputes and for many years the CCass will refuse to use these prevision of the UN convention. The CE 

will say that there is no difficulty to apply this concept and in many cases the CE will heavily rely on this  article 

to settle a dispute.  

 

Section 2: Conclusion of IT  

 

I) The entities concluding IT 

 

A) States  

 

1) Treaty making power of states  

 

Widespread expression on PIL. The capacity of states to enter into conventional contact with other states 

firstly. And there is an important article in our 1969 Vienna convention article 6 every “state possesses 

capacity to conclude treaties”. This state has capacity to conclude IT in the meaning of the convention. Still, 

there is a problem: in order, to be able to conclude a treaty to conclude with another state, the other one 

wishes to conclude too? And quite naturally, states are not obliged to negotiate with a person.  

When you enter into some conventional contact, the other state has to recognized you as a state.  

Still, some countries are not recognized as a state like The Vatican or Israel (Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Algeria..), 

Palestine…  no treaties between Israel and Jordan for example.  

You may be part of ONU but you can still be unrecognized by some states.  

In the 20s and 30s, there was a problem within the framework of the League Nations, according to the 

covenant, there was some kind of mutual assistance between the members or if you are obliged to assist 

another member of course naturally you recognize this other state as being a state.  

We may have the impression according to VC own recognition, in some peculiar cases not true : states as to 

be recognized may delegate or a part of its foreign policy to another state  like relationship between the 

Principality of Liechtenstein and Switzerland: L will be represented the Swiss gvt on some affairs // in the past 

: relationship Belgium and Luxemburg  within the framework of a custom union (Union douanière)  L was 

represented by Belgium  

In the past, some states had completely their capacities in this level of foreign policy. Example : 2 French 

protectorats Morocco and Tunisia formal point of view Morocco and T has always been states but in the level 

of Foreign policy only the French gvt was able to trace/ to make the foreign policy oh these states. Naturally, 

this has been a kind of legal fiction. No difference of treatment between them and French colonies.  

 

2) Capacity to conclude IT with the states composing a federation  

 

Gnl theory of federation: a state or region, provinces, Lander all these entities are state. California is a state, 

Bavaria too. They are sovereign states only within the limits of the Constitution. 

These entities: not kind of unique solution. It depends on the federation considered:  there is a federal state 

which strictly prohibited IT to the federated states (USA). The same pattern is followed by most other federal 

constitutions especially Americans one. Exception Canada, all provinces have not exactly the same powers, 

there is an exception of the behalf of the province of Quebec, it may enter conventional convention with 

foreign states. 

European federal C° : the Lander within their limits on their own jurisdiction may enter into  IR / Swiss 

cantons and regarding the 1991 C°, there is a limit the treaty making policy of the provinces : the conclusion 



of a treaty by a canton may not contradict the general Swiss policy and a treaty concluded by a Swiss canton 

may not prejudice interest of another Swiss canton.  

 

3) The other states  

 

Do French regions/departments or cities have any kind of making power? 1958 C silent on this point. Yet, there 

are some possibilities for territorial collectivities to enter into some conventional contact. Above all, with 

similar entities in other countries (especially true for French regions: Alsace was really active with Baden 

Wurdenberg, Basel.. )  

The Council of Europe in some kind pushes components of its members states to enter into international 

agreements with different entities of same  nature.    

1980 framework convention on transboundary cooperation of component of member state of the CE is 

completed by 1995 Strasbourg protocol.  

It’s not enough that for instance a region wishes to conclude agreement with a foreign sates or region. The 

other part should also wish to have the same contact, it’s not always politicaly speaking possible. For many 

decades, the French gvt didn’t want to do it with Quebec (feared that entering to some contact  with it, provoke 

some  political pb with Ottawa. Since 20 years, there are some agreements especially in the field of culture..)  

France also: example of the difficult relations between and the three Belgium regions especially the French 

ones. It’s above all a political question.  

 

B) The constitutional orders in charge of the treaty making policy of the state  

 

It’s above all a question of national constitutional law and every state has its own legal frameworks for the 

making of its own foreign policy. Still, this question is a problem of PIL, Vienna convention said something 

about it able to negotiate and to conclude international agreements the most impt provisions are article 7 

Vienna convention “Distinguishes between several categories of states orders” 

First of all, some persons may always represent their own state in its international/conventional contacts with 

foreign states: the head of state or the head of the gvt. In France, it’s the head of state. GB : Prime Minister.  

Article 7: another personality will always represent tis state is the minister for foreign relations, the secretary 

of state.  

Still another one supposed to be always to represent his state: ambassadors. There is limit: natural one the 

ambassador may represent his state only as far as the relations are consent in the foreign state.  Example: in 

Berlin, the ambassador may always negotiate with the German gvt but not another state like South Korea.   

 

Another category who may negotiate and perhaps even conclude international agreements: more or less 

professional diplomats who participate at an international conference. The diplomats may produce official 

papers expressing the capacity his/her state in this conference.  So, there is a kind of inaugural sessions for all 

conference in which diplomats produce this official papers but it’s also possible that a diplomat may negotiate 

within the framework of the conference and not giving before. Afterword, after the conclusion, it’s necessary 

that his/her state validate this negotiation. 

 

 

The case of the treaty making power in IR  

 

VC in 1969 doesn’t envisage the case of IO concluding IT but the 1986 Convention enable IO to negotiate/conclude 

either with state or other IO. These 2 Vienna conventions are very similar in the provisions.  

Once more, much will depend here the creation of the IO ,the treaty which create an IO  it’s kind of a C °  we’ll find 

often in the provisions on these evidence of their capacity to conclude an international agreement or provisions about  

the organs of the organization capable to negotiate.. on behalf of this IO. 

Much will depend on each “constitutional” treaty which is the real difference between these treaties. Must probably, 

the IO which is the most precise is the EU. EU had previously, the free European communities, this organization which 

organs must do that or that the general schedule is: negotiations are done by the EU commission but under the close 



supervisions of the council of ministers ,the commission may not on its own initiative start any kind of international 

negotiation (permission of the council)=> the commission negotiates but the council of Ministers will sign it. Before, 

the conclusion of the agreement, 2 organs play their role : ECJ will be invited to give an opinion regarding the 

conformity of the projected agreement with the primary law of the EU  (TFUE or TUE) if it says no the council cannot 

conclude unless previously the treaties have been revised. Most of the time, not possible to change our EU treaties so 

an opinion given by the ECJ ended the negotiations. Unless, the int partner accepts to re-negotiate the agreement and 

to make it ok for the ECJ.  

 

This opinion has a genuine legal force, it impits the conclusion of the agreement.  

 

Another European organ which intervenes: just before the conclusion by the council.  The EU parliament will always 

be able to give to the council of Minister its opinion, in most cases the opinion of the parliament will not bind legally 

the Council. In some cases, the opinion is legally binding the Council : the agreement in which EU will ratify the EU 

convention on HR needs the opinion of the EU parliament :  if he says no , the council  will not be able to conclude this 

agreement  right of veto.  

Agreement on association with foreign states of EU like Serbia, Ukraine, Turkey…  

 

Difficulty for the IO: the lack of wish of a foreign state to conclude an agreement. Recognition of its legal personality 

is difficult. Why should a country be recognized?  URSS and EU: URSS refuse contact until agreement in Luxembourg 

East European states and EU (1988)  

 

Theory of the widespread of the expression 

Legal professor Gregory Tunkan not any kind of international organizations : IR didn’t exist and couldn’t exist, IR only 

represented their own member  states nothing more yet. This theory is politically motivated  

Not only the case in PIL in which a personality of IO is rejected: the so-called Napolitan theory of law o of Napoli 

Rolando Quatri : out of fashioned nowadays. There is a point still : no one is obliged to recognize an IO. 

Most IO are just inter-states : the United Nations (only sovereign states may be members of the UN or Unesco ), 

important treaties are negotiated under such organizations :  

Above all the UN  =  difficulty for an IO to penetrate this legal frameworks from which it’s most  of the time excluded. 

Exceptions: an IO may amend its constitutional charter in order to enable an IO to become a member. Primarily, in this 

field there is an example: in the 90S, one of the most prominent IO the FAO revised its charter and enabled IO of 

economic integration to become members under conditions the EU is a member now. Since its conception, an IO enables 

organization of regional economic integration to enter the Marrakech agreement 1994 which creates the OMC or WTO 

(EU member of its)  

States and under conditions IO possess the so-called making power. Could we have other kind of entities with the 

same power? The 2 Vienna Convention are silent on this point. And not any kind of international convention say 

anything.  

 

C) Treaty making power off other entities  

 

The case of the so-called entities:  ambition to become a state in the future. Case of most of the national liberal 

mvmts like guerilla mvmts which fight an occupied colonial state (African national congress political mvmt  of 

Mandela / The organization for liberation Palestine)   

Such mvt possess a kind of power which is under conditions: in the theory of IR, there were some agreements 

concluded by such entities. Oslo agreement:  Palestine mvmt and .. There are some cases in which quite  



genuine one treaty making power of the pre state entities. Or the 1962 Evian Agreement between Algerian 

liberation mvmt and the French republic.  

 

Legal experts we may use some of the provisions of the VC in order to examine/to apply/ to interprete those 

agreements. Still remains the last question : private persons and PIL.  

 

D) Case of private persons  

Could private person negotiate and conclude IA. Either with foreign sate or IO or with other entities.  

Some scholars have set that it could be possible. Yet, in the matter of fact, the Inl tribunal has refused to consider 

that private person may enter into international treaties. Private person may only conclude international contracts 

in the meaning of private law. And in this case, this inlt contract will have to be concluded and interpreted under 

a given national law, the law is up to the contracters. PIL has nothing to do with such contracts perhaps in some 

future, PIL will have to change its approach on this point, in some specific cases one is a state. 

Some cases nowadays like states funds Qatar why should we always keep (??) no difference between funds owner 

and the Qatari gvt.  

Private person may never enter into international agreements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


